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Abstract

Existing automatic story evaluation methods001
place a premium on story coherence, deviat-002
ing from human preference. We go beyond003
such limitation by presenting a more challeng-004
ing task of preference-aware story evalua-005
tion. Given either a machine-generated or a006
human-written story, the task requires the ma-007
chine to output a preference score that corre-008
sponds to human preference, along with spe-009
cific ratings and comments for various aspects010
(e.g., opening, character-shaping). To support011
the novel task, we introduce a well-annotated012
StoR3 dataset comprising (i) 100k ranked story013
pairs; and (ii) a set of 46k ratings and comments014
on various aspects of the story. To move to-015
ward preference-aware evaluation, we propose016
a model using the upvote count as the criterion.017
The experiments show that the scores obtained018
by our model have a high correlation to hu-019
man preference. Additionally, we discovered020
that the combination of aspect ratings and com-021
ments improves the performance. Our dataset022
and benchmarks are publicly available to ad-023
vance the research of story evaluation tasks.1024

1 Introduction025

Even for humans, evaluating story quality is a chal-026

lenging task. Although many literature criteria have027

been proposed, the most straightforward way is028

to calculate how many readers like the story, i.e.,029

human preference. As an implicit consensus on030

Reddit’s largest human-written story community,031

the upvote count serves as a criterion of story qual-032

ity. For example, in Fig. 1, it is obvious that more033

readers like the left story rather than the right one.034

Despite the success in evaluating machine-035

generated stories, referenced metrics (e.g.,036

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), METEOR (Banerjee037

and Lavie, 2005), ROUGE (Lin, 2004)) and038

1For the review process, dataset and pre-trained model
demo are available at anonymous website http://
storytelling-lab.com/eval

[Prompt] You stop aging until you meet your soulmate. You've been killing your soulmates
for centuries granting you eternal life.

Human Written Story 1
(upvote count: 1.8k) 
Input: ”W…h…y?” She gurgled out,
spilling blood onto my lap. Looking into
my eyes like a pet being euthanized, she
knows what’s going on but doesn’t know
why. I stay silent, …(remaining 453 words) 

(Output) Coherence score (UNION):  0.99

Human Written Story 2
(upvote count: 1) 
Input: Until you meet the one soulmate ...one
who matters...the one for whom change your
ways...your redemption...however it's almost
ironic that you need to die for the
opportunity...(remaining 391 words) 

(Output) Coherence score (UNION):  0.99

(Output) Preference score (Ours):     0.81

aspect rating comment

opening 0.91 This opening is engaging, 
especially when talking ...

ending 0.73 At the end of the story, the 
author narrates ...

... ... ...

(Output) Preference score (Ours):     0.23
aspect rating comment

opening 0.12 This opening is vague and 
ends up making a low. ...

ending 0.13 Sadly this story lacks an 
ending. It seems that the ...

... ... ...

Figure 1: The existing story evaluation method
(UNION) outputs a score for estimating the coherence
of the stories, while human-written stories rarely suffer
from this problem. Our model (Ours) which is trained
by comparing two stories (Ranking), evaluates the story
based on human preference (i.e., upvote counts), pro-
duces scores for various aspects (Rating), and leaves
comments (Reasoning). Our model is applicable to both
machine-generated and human-written stories.

unreferenced metrics (e.g., UNION (Guan and 039

Huang, 2020), MANPLTS (Ghazarian et al., 040

2021)) are struggled with human-written stories, 041

as illustrated in Fig. 1. This is primarily due 042

to the fact that such methods emphasize word 043

overlapping, text coherence, and consistency issues 044

(e.g., repeated plots, long-term consistency), which 045

do not commonly occur in human-written stories. 046

As a step toward developing story evaluation in 047

agreement with human preference regardless of 048

whether the story is generated by a machine or 049

written by a human, we present a novel task of 050

preference-aware story evaluation. 051

Given a story, the task requires the model to 052

output a preference score (Ranking) that reflects 053

human preference. Moreover, the model must rate 054

the scores (Rating) and generate comments (Rea- 055

soning) for each pre-defined aspect, enabling the 056

model to be explainable. These ranking, rating, and 057

reasoning thoroughly evaluate the story invoked by 058

a comprehensive understanding of the story. We 059
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Following the death of Batman, the Joker is despondent. Crime without 
Batman is like a joke without a punchline..

A father hails for a cab. He enters after his wife and son hop in the back. 
There is an odd smell. Not oil. Not death. Not stale eggs. An odor of 
peculiar design. It smells like gloom, like burnt copper but cold. Miguel 
asks his father why they can’t just walk. The stench bothers him. His father 
replies, “mijo, the city has a worse smell...

That's.. damn.. straight 
out of Hamills joker. You 
nailed the character 
perfectly. 

…

Writing Prompt Dataset (with meta data)

Instruction

1. read the following story
2. choose and rate 3-5 aspects that are 

you are most confident in the story.
3. leave comments to show the reason 

why you choose the scores.

Story

Annotation

select aspect:
    opening/beginning
    middle/twist/flow
    ending
     ...

select score:
1 2 3 4 5

write comment:
the reason you choose the score.

...

The ideas of man formed around the 
table, pluming from smoke and 
molding from earth. Each of these 
beings represented one of humanity's 
greatest ideas. The Grim Reaper, 
death himself was at the table ...

StoR3 Data Collection Template 

For the love of all that is 
holy get this to Mark 
fucking Hamill now!

...

Comment 

Prompt 

  Story 1 upvotes

select aspect:
    opening/beginning
    middle/twist/flow
    ending
     ...

select score:
1 2 3 4 5

write comment:
the reason you choose the score.

Figure 2: The Writing Prompt Dataset with metadata (left) contains prompt, story, upvotes, and comments from
readers. Our dataset collection pipeline (right) shows the template for data collection. We ask the workers to select
3-5 aspects, score each aspect 1-5 from poor to good and leave the comments that shows the reason for the score
they rated.

believe that our novel task will fill the performance060

gap in current systems when evaluating machine-061

generated and human-written stories, leading to-062

ward a more general story evaluation.063

In aid of the proposed task, we present a well-064

annotated crowd-sourcing Story Ranking, Rating065

and Reasoning dataset (StoR3 for short), consist-066

ing of two parts. (i) One is built from 63,929 stories067

and their corresponding upvote counts provided in068

WritingPrompt dataset (WP) (Fan et al., 2018) (Fig-069

ure 2 (left)) by pairing one highly-upvoted story070

(upvotes ≥ 50) and one lowly-upvoted story (up-071

votes ≤ 0) within the same prompt. As a result,072

we obtain 100k pairs of stories, namely 100k story073

ranking data, used to train and evaluate the prefer-074

ence score prediction. (ii) The other part is made075

up of 45,948 aspect comments and their respec-076

tive rating scores (1-5), namely 46k aspect rating077

and reasoning data, used for improving preference078

score prediction and model explanation. We ask079

workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to080

annotate 28,099 comments and scores for 9,122081

(of 63,929) stories (see data collection template in082

Figure 2 (right)). Whilst the rest is augmented data083

derived from filtering the noisy and uncategorized084

comments in WP using an aspect classification and085

sentiment analysis model trained on our collected086

28,099 comments and scores.087

We propose a model based on Longformer-088

Encoder-Decoder (LED) (Beltagy et al., 2020),089

where the encoder predicts the preference score,090

aspect ratings and confidences while the decoder091

generates the comments. Inspired by pairwise com-092

parison, which is widely used in human evalua-093

tion in story generation tasks, we employ rank-094

ing objectives to train our model. In this way, the095

model enlarges the score margin between good and 096

poor stories, leading to a high correlation to hu- 097

man preference in our preference score prediction, 098

as shown in Fig. 1. We also witness that our per- 099

formance improves when we combine preference 100

score prediction, aspect rating, and comment gen- 101

eration. Moreover, our model can be extended into 102

a hybrid version that takes into account story coher- 103

ence issues by incorporating negative stories from 104

previous works. Our contributions are three-fold: 105

• This study addresses a novel task of 106

preference-aware story evaluation for the first 107

time in which a story is evaluated based on 108

human preference. 109

• We introduce a new dataset (StoR3) and pro- 110

pose a model to promote preference-aware 111

story evaluation research. 112

• Comprehensive experiments and intensive 113

analysis indicate our outperformance against 114

previous methods. Moreover, we point out the 115

remaining challenge under various scenarios 116

in the hope that facilitates future research. 117

2 Related work 118

Overlap-based metrics such as BLEU (Sulem 119

et al., 2018) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) calculate 120

lexical matches (i.e., n-gram matching) and reward 121

the words that resemble the reference in their sur- 122

face form, even if they do not accurately capture 123

meaning, and penalize other paraphrases. Recent 124

research (Edunov et al., 2020) indicates that these 125

metrics do not reflect human preferences, particu- 126

larly for open-ended text generation tasks. 127

Neural-based metrics are motivated by the suc- 128

cess of transformers as multitask learners (Vaswani 129

et al., 2017), and adapt them for the task of neural 130
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#prompt #Shigh (word) #Slow (word) #pairs
Train 5892 10371 (491.01) 26246 (453.06) 66336
Val 2280 3816 (473.27) 11458 (446.40) 27748
Test 2280 3906 (488.32) 8132 (454.87) 22887

Table 1: Data statistics of 100k story ranking data.
#prompt denotes the number of unique prompts, #Shigh

and #Slow denotes the number of highly-voted stories
and lowly-voted stories. We also show the averaged
word count in the parentheses. #pairs shows the number
of ranked story pairs.

language evaluation. When compared to overlap-131

based metrics, BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019),132

MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019), BLEURT (Sellam133

et al., 2020) report stronger correlations with hu-134

man judgment. For specific use, in open dialogue135

generation, Adem (Lowe et al., 2017) captures se-136

mantic similarity beyond word overlap statistics,137

and exploits both the context and the reference re-138

sponse to calculate its score for the model response.139

RUBER (Tao et al., 2018) and its variant, RUBER-140

BERT (Ghazarian et al., 2019) evaluates a reply by141

taking into consideration both a ground-truth reply142

and a query without requiring labels of human sat-143

isfaction and can be extended to different datasets144

and languages.145

Neural discriminator is proposed particularly for146

story evaluation. The metrics mentioned above147

show limited performance in story evaluation as148

demonstrated in Guan et al. (2021). UNION (Guan149

and Huang, 2020) and MANPLTS (Ghazarian150

et al., 2021) analyze the problem from machine-151

generated stories and generate negative data by152

heuristics and plot manipulation, and then distin-153

guish by a BERT-based model (Devlin et al., 2019).154

The coherence score they produce can be expressed155

as the probability of the story being identified as156

human-written story. In this paper, we require our157

model to follow human preference, not only the158

coherence, which we believe is a more general way159

of story evaluation.160

3 Dataset: StoR3161

StoR3 is composed of two parts: 100k story rank-162

ing data and 46k aspect rating and reasoning data.2163

3.1 100k Story Ranking Data164

As we mentioned above, ranking method is more165

flexible and better than discrimination when eval-166

uating the story (we also experimentally compare167

2All data collection follows the same procedure as described
in the previous work (Fan et al., 2018) on Reddit, which
comply with ACL Code of Ethics.

them in Sec. 7.1). We thus prepare 100k pairwise 168

ranking data for training the model. To this end, 169

we first collect 193,842 stories prior to 03/2020 170

from WP3 along with their prompt, the number of 171

upvotes and uncategorized comments. We remove 172

the stories updated from 12/2019 to 03/2020, since 173

newly-updated stories usually have few upvotes 174

regardless of whether they are good or bad. Then, 175

we exclusively keep stories with the word count 176

between 200 and 800. Finally, we pick two stories 177

from the same prompt, one highly upvoted (i.e., 178

upvotes ≥ 50 4) and one lowly upvoted (i.e., up- 179

votes ≤ 0), resulting in a total of 63,929 unique 180

stories and 116,971 story pairs. We split the story 181

pairs based on the prompts into training, validation 182

and testing (Table 1), to ensure that each division 183

receives a unique set of prompts. 184

3.2 46k Aspect Rating and Reasoning Data 185

Apart from the preference score, we require our 186

model to provide ratings and comments on pre- 187

defined aspects to aid in the explanation of the 188

predicted preference score. 189

Aspect category extraction. To begin with, we 190

must determine which aspects in the content should 191

be measured. As some readers leave comments to 192

explain why they upvote or downvote the stories, a 193

straightforward way is to extract aspect categories 194

based on those uncategorized comments. We there- 195

fore adopt latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which 196

models the documents with a certain number of 197

topics, based upon the co-occurrence of individ- 198

ual words. More precisely, we follow Brody and 199

Elhadad (2010) to treat each comment as a sepa- 200

rate document. LDA can produce a distribution of 201

frequency of occurrence for each word in the top- 202

ics. We optimize LDA through a cluster validation 203

scheme, and obtain the optimal number of aspects 204

10. Based on the most representative words in each 205

topic, we manually name each topic as the aspect 206

category. These aspect categories are defined us- 207

ing some widely used aspects inspired from the 208

websites5. 209

Comment and Aspect collection. Comments in 210

WP meta data are neither categorized with aspect 211

categories, nor labeled with sentiment, and some of 212

them are totally irrelevant to the content. More im- 213

3https://huggingface.co/datasets/
rewardsignal/reddit_writing_prompts

4we notice that some stories that receive upvotes ≥ 50 can be
listed in /r/bestofWritingPrompts/

5list in the supplementary material
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#comment #comment* rate (1-5) rate* (1-5) comment_len comment_len*
Structure

opening/beginning 3615 5617 2.53 3.15 30.20 32.44
middle/twist/flow/conflict 3967 5971 2.24 2.78 30.59 31.63
ending 5610 7615 2.13 2.49 31.48 31.59

Writing Style
character shaping 5101 7102 2.21 2.53 31.57 34.23
scene description 4168 6172 2.18 2.53 31.75 39.30

Type
heartwarming/touching (Romance) 426 1866 2.99 4.39 32.05 32.64
sad/crying/tragedy (Tragedy) 462 1680 3.12 3.93 30.85 34.67
horror/scary (Horror) 815 1985 2.49 3.61 30.92 33.24
funny/hilarious/laugh (Comedy) 1153 3156 3.25 3.96 30.04 30.91
novelty/good idea/brilliant (Fiction) 2782 4784 2.49 3.26 32.51 32.70

Overall 28099 45948 2.56 3.26 31.20 33.33

Table 2: Data statistics in 46k aspect rating and reasoning data. * denotes the data statistics after data augmentation.
We list the number of comments with rating scores (2nd and 3rd columns), averaged rating scores (4th and 5th
columns) and averaged word count (6th and 7th columns).

portantly, there is a bias towards positive comments,214

which implies that not too many readers are will-215

ing to leave comments on poor stories. Therefore,216

we collect new comments via crowd-sourcing. By217

learning from these well-annotated comment data,218

we train neural models to filter out noisy data from219

comments in WP meta data. To collect the data, we220

ask workers from AMT to select aspects, rate senti-221

ment and leave comments on 5,964 unique stories222

from WP. For increasing the diversity of comments,223

some stories are allocated to two different anno-224

tators, resulting in a total of 9,112 submissions225

(i.e., 1.53 annotations/story). As shown in Figure 2226

(right), each story requires the annotators to rate227

(normalized to 0-1) and leave comments on 3 to 5228

aspects that are most confident by the workers. The229

final statistics of the comments is listed in Table 2.230

Comment augmentation. The noisy comments231

in WP meta data then can be classified and ana-232

lyzed by two models: aspect category classification233

model and comment sentiment analysis model that234

trained with our collected data. The training details235

can be found in the supplementary material. We236

filter out irrelevant comments by eliminating those237

with no values in aspect categories that exceeds238

0.9 after softmax and retain the comments with the239

word count ranged from 15 to 50. The remaining240

comments are then rated by the their sentiments.241

Finally, we obtain 17,849 valuable comments for242

6,705 additional unique stories and merge them243

into our collected data, resulting in a total num-244

ber of 45,948 for comments and 12,669 for unique245

stories. We split the collected data into training,246

validation, and test data in the ratio of 8:1:1 and put247

the augmented data into the training data (Table 2).248

4 Preference-Aware Story Evaluation 249

4.1 Task Definition 250

Given a story s, the task is to output a set 251

{ps,ac,ar, c} where ps denotes the preference 252

score of the story s, which is used for compar- 253

ing story quality. For more explicit explanation, 254

we further output confidence scores ac = {ack}
K
k=1, 255

aspect ratings ar = {ark}
K
k=1, and comments c = 256

{ck}Kk=1 for K aspects (K = 10 in our experi- 257

ments), respectively. Confidence scores ac reflect 258

the likelihood of utilizing the specific aspects as 259

measures, as some aspects (e.g., horror) are not ap- 260

plicable in some stories (e.g., comic story). Aspect 261

ratings ark are considered as the scores of each as- 262

pect. Comments c demonstrate the reason that the 263

reader upvotes/downvotes the story, producing a 264

more explicit explanation for the aspect rating. We 265

assume
∑K

k=1 a
c
k = 1 for aspect confidence, and 266

ark ∈ [0, 1] for aspect rating, which is calculated 267

separately during the training. 268

Please note that aspect rating and comment gen- 269

eration results are not used as metrics in this work, 270

while they are used for 1) improving preference 271

score prediction by joint learning, and 2) producing 272

explanation more the evaluation results. Investigat- 273

ing how to include them into metrics is a future 274

direction for this research. 275

4.2 Learning a Story Evaluator 276

Following Ghazarian et al. (2021), we use 277

Longformer-Encoder-Decoder (LED) (Beltagy 278

et al., 2020) to produce a preference score, as well 279

as ratings and comments for the pre-defined aspects. 280

As shown in Figure 3, we encode the story s, and 281

use its feature on the special token (i.e., [CLS]) to 282

predict the preference score ps, aspect confidence 283

4
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Longformer Encoder

Longformer Decoder

Story Aspect  
Story

Longformer Encoder

CLS token token...

       Preference score: 0.95

Aspect Confidence:
  0.11 0.03 0.23 0.08 … 0.02

Aspect Rating:
 0.35 0.62 0.87 0.99 ... 0.01

shared 
parameters

Comment

ending <sep> Darkness 
at last.  It was a good 
sunset, I sat...

Darkness at last.  It 
was a good sunset, I 
sat by myself out on the 
porch...

I loved the ending of the 
story. It was... 

Figure 3: Overview of our model. The encoder (left)
predicts the preference score, aspect confidence, and as-
pect rating. The decoder (right) generates the comment
for each aspect.

ac and rating ar by additional layers. For generat-284

ing comments, we concatenate the story with aspect285

category name with a special token (i.e., <sep>),286

and send it into the same encoder. The decoder out-287

puts the comment c that implies the performance288

of the story on the given aspect.289

Preference Score Prediction (Ranking) Our290

model learns to predict the preference score by291

ranking two stories from the same prompt. As292

shown in Figure 3, we use the feature of [CLS] in293

the story, following a linear layer with sigmoid acti-294

vation and finally turning it into a scalar score. We295

take Margin Ranking Loss to enlarge the margin296

gap m of the scores between stories with high and297

low upvotes:298

Lps
= max(0, σ(Wps

vslow)− σ(Wps
vshigh

) +m),

(1)299

where Wps denotes a linear layer for the feature of300

the story vs. σ(·) is the sigmoid activation function.301

shigh and slow represent the highly-upvoted and302

lowly-upvoted stories.303

4.3 Joint Learning with Aspect, Comment304

and Negative Sample305

Aspect confidence and rating prediction. We306

adopt two additional linear layers on the same fea-307

ture vs used in the story ranking. One is with308

learnable parameters Wac , outputting confidence309

scores ac = softmax(Wacvs). The other one has310

War , producing aspect rating ar = σ(Warvs).311

Let yac ∈ {0, 1}K , yar ∈ [0, 1]K be the ground-312

truth confidence and rating, we define the confi-313

dence and rating loss functions as follows: 314

Lac = −
K∑

k=1

yac [k] log ac[k], (2) 315

Lar = −
∑
k∈Ms

yar [k] log a
r[k] (3) 316

+ (1− yar [k]) ∗ log(1− ar[k]). 317

We calculate the multi-class cross-entropy loss for 318

the aspect confidence. yac [k] = 1 if the k-th aspect 319

has been selected, otherwise yac [k] = 0. For aspect 320

rating, we calculate the binary cross-entropy loss 321

separately for the selected aspects. Ms denotes the 322

set of aspects that are selected for story s. yar [k] 323

denotes the normalized rating score for the k-th 324

aspect. 325

Comment generation. The comments are gen- 326

erated conditioned on the aspect a and the story s. 327

We input the concatenation of the aspect category 328

name, special token, story, and train the LED under 329

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) with the 330

comment as target: 331

Lc (pθ) = −
|c|∑
t=1

log pθ (ct | a, s, c<t) , (4) 332

where the ct denotes the t-th token in the comment. 333

Our final loss is the summation of all above loss 334

functions: 335

L = Lps
+ Lac + Lar + Lc. (5) 336

Negative sample. Machine-generated stories of- 337

ten suffer from the coherence and consistency prob- 338

lem, while human-written stories usually do not. 339

Therefore our model trained on human-written sto- 340

ries can hardly evaluate story coherence. To enable 341

our model to evaluate story considering coherence 342

issues, we further train our model (Ours (N)) with 343

negative stories that are generated by the methods 344

in the previous works (Guan and Huang, 2020; 345

Ghazarian et al., 2021). We change the margin 346

ranking loss as follow: 347

Lpref = max(0, σ(Wps
vslow)− σ(Wps

vshigh
) +m), 348

Lcoh = max(0, σ(Wps
vsneg

)− σ(Wps
vslow) +m), 349

Lps
= Lpref + Lcoh, (6) 350

where sneg denotes the negative stories derived 351

from the previous works. In each iteration, we 352

takes two pairs as training data: shigh and slow, 353

slow and sneg. 354

4.4 Hyperparameters 355

We conduct a comprehensive set of experiments to 356

examine the effectiveness under different scenarios. 357
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We fine-tune pre-trained LED from Huggingface6358

with the batch size 16, the margin 0.3 and run 20k it-359

erations for training (10 hours). We adopt AdamW360

optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2018) with an361

initial learning rate of 4e-6, warming up in the first362

epoch and decreasing by a linear schedule. The re-363

ported results are averaged by the best results from364

three models with the same structure but initialized365

with three different seeds. More details and code366

can be found in the Appendix.367

5 Experiments368

5.1 Compared Methods369

We compare our method with several unrefer-370

enced metrics on open story evaluation: Perplexity,371

Ruber-bert (Ghazarian et al., 2019), UNION (Guan372

and Huang, 2020), and MANPLTS (Ghazarian373

et al., 2021). To calculate the perplexity of the374

given story, we use the original GPT2 (Radford375

et al., 2019) (PPL) and the finetuned GPT2 on WP376

dataset (ft-PPL). For Ruber-bert, we finetune the377

publicly available implementation on WP dataset.378

For UNION and MANPLTS, we use their pub-379

lished pre-trained models.380

5.2 Preference Score Evaluation381

5.2.1 Accuracy and Score Distance382

We evaluate the predicted preference scores ob-383

tained by all compared methods on 100k Story384

Ranking test data in StoR3. Pairwise Ranking Ac-385

curacy (Acc) is calculated as the percentage of the386

story with higher upvotes getting a higher score387

than the one with lower upvotes. We also compute388

the averaged score gap (Dis) between two stories in389

pairs. Table 3 (Human (StoR3)) indicates that exist-390

ing methods on preference-aware story evaluation391

on human-written stories are close to random selec-392

tion (i.e., Acc=0.5, Dis=0). In contrast, our method393

can successfully compare two stories and achieve394

an acceptable score gap between two stories.395

5.2.2 Correlation with Human Judgments396

We calculate the correlation between our predicted397

preference scores and human judgment for stories.398

We use the correlation metrics Spearman (ρ) (Zar,399

1972) and Kendall (τ ) (Schaeffer and Levitt, 1956),400

which are known to be beneficial in estimating401

monotonic associations for not normally distributed402

and ranked scores. We collect and annotate both403

6https://huggingface.co/transformers/
model_doc/led.html

human-written and machine-generated stories as 404

our test data: 405

WP200. We collect human judgments for the sto- 406

ries in WP (sampled from test data in Table 2), 407

where each story is assigned to 8 annotators. An- 408

notators are asked to rate each story on a scale of 409

1 to 5 (from poor to good). To ensure correctness, 410

we follow Clark et al. (2021) to ask the annota- 411

tors to compare the stories and write down the 412

reason for clarification. We carefully detect the 413

worker behavior and set traps inside the annota- 414

tion (see Appendix for details). Finally, we obtain 415

100 highly-upvoted and 100 lowly-upvoted stories 416

and average the human rates as the target scores 417

in this test data, namely, WP200 in the following 418

experiments. Inside, we witness a higher score for 419

highly-voted stories, proving our hypothesis that 420

upvote counts reflect human preference. 421

SCARY200. We crawled scary stories from Red- 422

dit (r/shortscarystories7), which are similar to the 423

stories in WP but in a constrained story type. We 424

use the same procedure for WP200 to create another 425

human-annotated test dataset, namely SCARY200. 426

PREF200. The same procedure is also used for col- 427

lecting human annotation for machine-generated 428

stories. We select 100 generated stories by LED 429

trained with highly-voted stories in WP and 100 430

stories by another LED trained with lowly-voted 431

stories. We manually ensure that the selected sto- 432

ries do not contain severe coherence issues, and ask 433

the annotators to rate the stories based on whether 434

they enjoy the stories. 435

COH200. We use the same human collected data in 436

the previous work (Ghazarian et al., 2021)8, which 437

focused on recognizing coherence issues in the 438

machine-generated stories (e.g., repeat plots, con- 439

flict logic). 440

Results. Table 3 depicts the correlation between 441

human and automatic evaluation metrics on pref- 442

erence (WP200, SCARY200 and PREF200). We see 443

that our method outperforms previous methods by a 444

large margin on both human-written and machine- 445

generated stories in terms of human preference. 446

Not surprisingly, in Table 3 (COH200), MANPLTS 447

on story coherence evaluation is against our model, 448

as coherence issue does not frequently happen in 449

our training data (i.e., human-written stories). 450

7https://www.reddit.com/r/
shortscarystories/

8https://github.com/PlusLabNLP/Plot-guided-Coherence-
Evaluation/tree/main/Data/AMT
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Human Written Story Machine Generated Story
StoR3 WP200 SCARY200 PREF200 COH200

Methods Acc(%) Dis ρ τ ρ τ ρ τ ρ τ
PPL 61.80 - 0.181* 0.130* 0.409* 0.300* -0.090 -0.067 -0.698* -0.452*
ft-PPL 61.85 - 0.168 0.120 0.449* 0.328* -0.098 -0.074 -0.690* -0.443*
Ruber-bert 39.16 -0.032 -0.019 -0.014 0.032 0.026 -0.140 -0.100 -0.141 -0.092
UNION 48.74 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.156* 0.114 -0.068 -0.045 0.188* 0.132*
MANPLTS 53.08 0.016 0.124 0.107 -0.070 -0.061 0.164 0.130 0.729* 0.498*
Ours 73.93 0.228 0.583* 0.422* 0.578* 0.420* 0.343* 0.234* 0.194* 0.132*
Ours (N) 70.39 0.131 0.525* 0.377* 0.508* 0.366* 0.266* 0.188* 0.747* 0.536*

Table 3: Evaluation on preference score prediction. Compared with previous works, our predict scores more
correctly match the human judgement. We conduct hypothesis test (Diedenhofen and Musch, 2015), and * denotes
that p ≤ 0.01.

We notice that preference-aware judgments451

(PREF200) and coherence-based judgments452

(COH200) are distinct. Metrics that perform well453

in terms of coherence may perform poorly in terms454

of preference, and vice versa. To mitigate the gap455

between preference and coherence, we train our456

model using negative stories created by UNION457

and MANPLTS. As a result, Ours (N) shows458

rapidly increasing performance on the evaluation in459

terms of coherence with a bit of performance drop460

on the preference-aware evaluation, indicating a461

potential to take into account both coherence and462

human preference when evaluating a story.463

6 Ablation Study464

6.1 Preference Score Prediction465

In this section, we further test the performance of466

preference score prediction combined with other467

components: aspects a, comments c and negative468

stories N. Table 4 summarizes the results by com-469

bining various components. When aspects are used,470

performance decreases in the WP200 but increases471

in the SCARY200, and the pattern is reversed when472

comments are used. When we incorporate both473

components, the performance on both human judg-474

ment data increases, indicating that the preference475

score prediction also benefits from aspects and com-476

ments. We also test the model performance trained477

with the dataset without data augmentation △, and478

we can see that our model trained with augmented479

data outperforms that with the original data, which480

shows the significance of data augmentation.481

6.2 Aspect Evaluation482

We evaluate our model for predicting confidence483

scores and ratings for the aspects. For confidence484

scores, we calculate the recall performance on top-485

k (i.e., k=1,3,5) on the test split of 46K Aspect Rat-486

ing and Reasoning data to show the percentage of487

StoR3 WP200 SCARY200

ps a c N Acc Dis ρ τ ρ τ

✓ 71.10 0.212 0.557 0.401 0.533 0.389
✓ ✓ 71.99 0.221 0.525 0.378 0.579 0.417
✓ ✓ 72.15 0.207 0.580 0.421 0.510 0.371
✓ △ △ 72.95 0.229 0.571 0.409 0.564 0.409
✓ ✓ ✓ 73.93 0.228 0.583 0.422 0.578 0.420
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 69.02 0.119 0.525 0.377 0.508 0.366

Table 4: Ablation study on preference score prediction.
All results are statistical significant p < 0.01. △ means
that we use the collected data without augmentation.
More results are listed in supplementary materials.

Confidence Rating
ps a c N R@1 R@3 R@5 ρ τ

✓ 16.06 46.05 73.59 0.190 0.140
✓ ✓ 17.36 51.59 76.30 0.227* 0.168*
✓ ✓ ✓ 19.94 52.68 79.64 0.248* 0.185*
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 19.88 51.44 79.20 0.216* 0.161*

Table 5: Evaluation on aspect confidence and rating. ps,
a, c, N denotes the preference score, aspects, comments
and negative samples that are used in training our model
respectively.

human selected aspects that can be involved within 488

the aspects with top-k confidence. For ratings, we 489

calculate the correlation between human annota- 490

tion and our model prediction. Table 5 shows the 491

results compared with the combination of different 492

components. Story ranking and reasoning help the 493

model output more correct confidence and ratings. 494

6.3 Comment Evaluation 495

We evaluate the comment generation with auto- 496

matic metrics and human evaluation. For auto- 497

matic scores, we apply Perplexity (PPL), Averaged 498

BLEU1-4 (B), ROUGE (R). For human evalua- 499

tion, we mainly measure the relativeness between 500

comments with the given story Rel(s), aspect cate- 501

gory Rel(a) and rating score (0-1 negative-positive) 502

Rel(r). We also measure Overall (O) quality by 503

calculating the percentage of the comments that 504

are agreed upon by annotators. Each comment is 505
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Automatic Human
ps a c N PPL B R O Rel(s) Rel(a) Rel(r)

✓ 7.31 8.45 16.63 47.61 73.70 79.20 -
✓ ✓ ✓ 7.06 8.60 16.76 49.40 72.93 82.83 58.33
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7.95 8.36 16.69 43.45 68.64 81.84 50.49

Table 6: Comment generation evaluation on automatic
scores and human evaluation. In human evaluation, the
kappa coefficient κ for each score are located in 0.4-0.6,
indicating a moderate agreement between annotators.

assigned to 5 annotators with a binary choice (i.e.,506

related or not related, agree or not agree). From507

the result in Table 10, our generated comments508

are highly related to the given stories and the as-509

pects. Together with the training on preference510

score prediction and aspect rating further improve511

the comment generation performance. The results512

so far show that the preference score, aspects, and513

comments all benefit one another, illustrating the514

significance of incorporating aspects and comments515

into our task.516

7 Discussion517

7.1 Ranking vs Discrimination518

Given two types of stories, highly and lowly up-519

voted, a straightforward method to build the model520

is through discrimination; use 0 and 1 as target521

with cross-entropy loss. We compare the results522

by using ranking and discrimination. The result is523

shown Table 7. From the result, we see that ranking524

strategy achieves better scores than discrimination525

and that with label smoothing. We believe it is be-526

cause when we conduct ranking, we only enlarge527

the preference scores between stories written from528

the same prompt. The encoder can learn better how529

human preference works by comparing stories with530

the same topic. On the other hand, the ranking loss531

is more flexible compared with binary classifica-532

tion, which can be easily extended to rank more533

than two types of stories as shown in Equation 6.534

7.2 Story Generation Model Comparison535

Given a set of prompts, two story generation mod-536

els can generate stories based on the given prompt.537

We have two straightforward ways to compare two538

models using our proposed preference scores: 1)539

average the preference scores for stories on each540

model and compare the mean average scores. 2)541

perform pairwise comparisons for stories from the542

same prompt and get the preference percentage.543

We recommend the second method as it strictly544

follows our ranking strategy and avoids the noise545

associated with stories from different prompts.546

StoR3 WP200 SCARY200

Acc ρ τ ρ τ
CE 72.82 0.539 0.390 0.538 0.412
CE(smooth) 71.38 0.550 0.394 0.561 0.414
Ranking 73.93 0.583 0.422 0.578 0.420

Table 7: Comparison of discrimination and ranking.

7.3 Limitation 547

Compared with coherence-based story evaluation, 548

preference-aware story evaluation is more sensitive 549

to the domain shift. A detailed analysis is listed in 550

Appendix sec. C. The result indicates that when the 551

story domain, particularly the writing style, varies 552

significantly (e.g., fable and novel), the preference 553

score becomes unreliable. We believe this is be- 554

cause the evaluation criterion for human preference 555

varies according to the story type. This also points 556

to a potential research topic: few-shot learning for 557

preference score prediction on different story types. 558

7.4 More Analysis 559

Due to the page limit, we put more analysis in the 560

ablation studies. In Appendix Sec. D, we witness 561

high correlation scores between preference score 562

and each aspect rating, indicating the effectiveness 563

of all pre-defined aspects in the evaluation. We 564

also analyze the confidence and rating scores of the 565

horror aspect with the preference score on scary 566

stories in Appendix Sec. E. The result follows the 567

human intuition that evaluation on scary stories 568

shows a tendency to rely on the horror aspect. 569

8 Conclusion 570

In this paper, we investigate a novel task of 571

preference-aware story evaluation, which produce 572

a score with explaination through various aspects 573

and comments, bringing gains on both machine- 574

generated and human-written stories evaluation. To 575

support the task, we present StoR3 dataset consist- 576

ing of paired ranked stories and more explicit an- 577

notation (i.e., rating and reasons) for pre-defined 578

aspects. Our comprehensive ablation studies and 579

intensive analysis show the effectiveness of using 580

aspect rating and reasoning on preference score pre- 581

diction. With the development of story generation, 582

we believe that preference-aware story evaluation 583

will be the mainstream research when machine- 584

generated stories do not suffer from serious coher- 585

ence problems. Further studies on our dataset can 586

also be conducted to reveal the point that influence 587

the readers to upvote the stories. 588
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A Website Demo 752

We display the collected data, AMT template and 753

models on our website9. The users can input their 754

own stories or randomly select one story. The 755

server then runs our model and output a preference 756

score, and comments for each aspect. Figure 4 757

shows the an example. 758

B Code 759

We also put our source codes into the supplemen- 760

tary materials. Due to the upload size limitation. 761

We truncate our 100k Story Ranking data into a size 762

of 1000, as well as the 46k Aspect Rating and Rea- 763

soning data. Please kindly follow the README to 764

run the experiment. Our human annotation results 765

can be also found under the folder “data”. Addition- 766

ally, we put some examples for machine-generated 767

stories introduced in our paper. 768

C Domain Transfer 769

To show the generalization of evaluation metrics, 770

we calculate the averaged predicted preference 771

scores for data from different domains (see Ta- 772

ble 8). We compute average scores on 1) lowly- 773

voted (low) and highly-voted stories (high) on 774

both WP200 and SCARY200, 2) machine-generated 775

stories by LED (LED), and with Plan-and-Write 776

strategy (Yao et al., 2019) (P&W) trained sepa- 777

rately on the highly-upvoted and lowly-upvoted 778

stories, 3) negative stories generated from previous 779

works (Guan and Huang, 2020; Ghazarian et al., 780

2021), 4) stories from other datasets: fairy tales 781

(short stories gathered from the Internet), childbook 782

dataset (Hill et al., 2015) and bookcorpus (Zhu 783

et al., 2015). 784

As shown in Table 8, UNION and MANPLTS 785

consistently produce higher scores for human- 786

written stories (Human and Other blocks) while 787

producing lower scores for machine-generated 788

stories (Machine and N blocks). While look- 789

ing into more details, we can see that they can- 790

not successfully distinguish the story. For exam- 791

ple, SCARY200(low) and SCARY200(high) receive 792

identical scores. These observations strongly in- 793

dicate that UNION and MANPLTS work well on 794

evaluating coherence but deviate from human pref- 795

erence when evaluating human-written stories. 796

9For the review process, dataset and pre-trained model
demo are available at anonymous website http://
storytelling-lab.com/eval
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Figure 4: An example on the website.
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Coherence Preference Hybrid
Dataset UNION MANPLTS Ours Ours (N)

H
um

an WP200(low) 0.771 0.878 0.347 0.655
WP200(high) 0.837 0.948 0.692 0.884
SCARY200(low) 0.833 0.825 0.355 0.625
SCARY200(high) 0.895 0.850 0.743 0.883

M
ac

hi
ne LED (low) 0.687 0.091 0.297 0.290

LED P&W (low) 0.775 0.300 0.535 0.305
LED (high) 0.588 0.001 0.409 0.290
LED P&W (high) 0.760 0.393 0.573 0.308

N Negative(UNION) 0.360 0.003 0.244 0.019
Negative(MANPLTS) 0.414 0.228 0.319 0.027

O
th

er fairy tale (short) 0.917 0.500 0.233 0.482
childbook (long) 0.886 0.915 0.318 0.476
bookcorpus (long) 0.965 0.949 0.285 0.416

Table 8: The performance of our model and existing
works on various domains of stories. We report the aver-
aged preference score on the stories from four different
domains.

Our method, on the other hand, is capa-797

ble of following human preference (Human and798

Machine block) (also see SCARY200(low) and799

SCARY200(high) as an example). The model800

trained with highly-voted stories can generate bet-801

ter stories than that trained with lowly-voted sto-802

ries, and P&W strategy performs even better as803

proved in many previous works (Fan et al., 2019;804

Tan et al., 2021). From the results, our model pro-805

duces higher scores for LED (high) compared with806

LED (low) and even higher scores for LED P&W807

(high), which indicates that our model still follows808

the human preference on machine-generated sto-809

ries.810

As serious coherence problems do not com-811

monly occur in our training data, our method show812

failure in recognizing manually created incoher-813

ent stories (N block). However, our model (Ours814

(N)) works after we incorporate these stories into815

our training data, leading to a future direction that816

unifies the coherence-based and preference-aware817

metrics.818

Surprisingly, our model gives relatively low819

scores when adopting stories from other domains820

(Other block). We think this is because the writing821

style will change the criterion of human preference,822

which misleads our model to predict a not reason-823

able score, thus leading us to a big challenge in824

generalizing preference-aware story evaluation.825

D Correlation Between Story Quality and826

Aspect Rating827

We calculate the correlation between human ratings828

on each aspect with the upvote number, and the pre-829

dicted aspect rating with the predicted preference830

score, to figure out the correlation between the as-831

pect rating and the preference score. The results832

are listed in Figure 5. We can see the results from833

Figure 5: Correlation of upvote number - aspect rating
(Human) and the correlation of predicted preference
scores and predicted aspect rating (Model (Ours)). The
correlation values are all statistical significant. (i.e. p ≤
0.01)

Confidence(Horror) Correlation(Horror)
R@1 R@3 R@5 ρ τ

WP200 0.50 11.00 13.50 0.233 0.163
SCARY200 36.50 50.50 57.50 0.302 0.222

Table 9: Confidence for aspect horror/scary for WP200

and SCARY200 dataset and the correlation between the
preference score and horror/scary aspect ratings in two
dataset.

our model greatly match the distribution of the cor- 834

relation between human aspect rating and human 835

upvote number. None of these shows domination, 836

which proves that all pre-defined aspects affect the 837

final preference score prediction. 838

E Horror/Scary Aspect with SCARY200 839

To show how aspect ratings and confidence are 840

related to the story, we further analyze their per- 841

formance on WP200 and SCARY200. We calculate 842

the recall performance and rating correlation on 843

“horror/scary” aspect only to detect how this aspect 844

works in both data. Table 9 depicts that horror 845

aspect can achieve 36% probability to be the top 846

confident aspect in SCARY200, while the number 847

is only 0.5% in the original WP200. On the other 848

hand, the preference score also has a higher corre- 849

lation with the rating from “horror/scary” aspect. 850

These results prove that the predicted aspects show 851

high connection to the preference score prediction. 852
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F Implementation Details853

F.1 Model for Preference-Aware Story854

Evaluation855

Our model for story evaluation used pre-trained856

LED (Beltagy et al., 2020) from Huggingface10.857

We finetune the model with 100k Story Ranking858

data and 46k Aspect Rating and Reasoning data859

on a machine with 8 NVIDIA A100 GPUs. Dur-860

ing the training, we set the batch size as 16, the861

margin as 0.3 and run 20k iterations (5 epoch on862

100k Story Ranking data) on training (10 hours).863

In each iteration, we adopt two pairs: one from864

100k Story Ranking data and the other from 46k865

Aspect Rating and Reasoning data, to our model.866

We take AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter,867

2018) with an initial learning rate of 4e-6, warm-868

ing up in the first epoch and decreasing by a linear869

schedule. The reported results are averaged by870

the best results from three models with the same871

structure but initialized with three different seeds.872

For hyper-parameter search, we search margin m873

from 0.2 to 1.0 with the step of 0.1, learning rate874

from 4e-4, 4e-5, 4e-6 and 4e-7, and record the best875

hyper-parameters.876

F.2 Model for Aspect Category Classification877

Our model for aspect category classification is878

based on RoBERTa large (Liu et al., 2019). Same879

as the model we used in preference score predic-880

tion, we apply a linear projection on the feature of881

[CLS], the first token of the input comments. We882

then train the model with cross-entropy loss for 20883

epochs with the learning rate 4e-5.884

F.3 Model for Comment Sentiment Analysis885

Our model for comment sentiment analysis uses886

the same model structure for aspect category classi-887

fication. We also use the same epochs number and888

learning rate during the training. The only differ-889

ence is that the targets in training are the sentiment890

rate with a scale of 1-5 (from definitely negative to891

definitely positive)892

G More Results893

G.1 PPL in automatic story evaluation894

For an interesting finding, Perplexity (PPL) shows895

positively correlated to the score of WP and more896

highly correlated to the score of SCARY200, while897

10https://huggingface.co/transformers/
model_doc/led.html

showing substantially negatively correlated to the 898

score of coherence on machine-generated stories, 899

which reveals a potential for story evaluation using 900

pre-trained language models. 901

G.2 Results of Comment Evaluation 902

Due to the page limitation, we put the results of 903

comment evaluation with more metrics in Table 10. 904

We see that our model achieves higher performance 905

on most of the metrics. 906

G.3 Results of Aspect Category Classification 907

We use aspect category classification model, intro- 908

duced in Sec. F.2, for filtering out noisy comments. 909

Figure 6 shows the classification results. Except 910

for “ending” and “heartwarming”, all aspect classes 911

can achieve an average of around 80% accuracy, 912

showing high performance on classification. We 913

filter out the comments, with no aspect category 914

score exceeding 0.9 after softmax function. 915

Figure 6: Comment classification results.

G.4 Results of Comment Sentiment Analysis 916

Comment Sentiment Analysis model, introduced 917

in Sec. F.3, is used to rate comments by their sen- 918

timents. Table 11 shows the results. Our output is 919

the rates from 1 to 5. In the evaluation, we simply 920

group 1 and 2 as the negative, 3 as the neutral, 4 921

and 5 as the positive. The results show that our 922

sentiment analysis model can correctly predict the 923

sentiment, especially on positive and negative. 924
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Automatic Human
ps a c N PPL BLEU ROUGE METEOR CIDER Overall Rel(story) Rel(aspect) Rel(rating)

✓ 7.31 8.45 16.63 18.81 7.39 47.61 73.70 79.20 -
✓ ✓ ✓ 7.06 8.60 16.76 18.88 7.99 49.40 72.93 82.83 58.33
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7.95 8.36 16.69 18.44 7.07 43.45 68.64 81.84 50.49

Table 10: Comment generation evaluation on automatic scores and human evaluation. In human evaluation, the
kappa coefficient κ for each score are located in 0.4-0.6, indicating a moderate agreement between annotators.

positive neutral negative average
Acc 89.70% 50.93% 85.20% 83.03%

Table 11: Comment sentiment analysis results

G.5 Comment Data Augmentation925

We collect over 150k uncategorized comments926

from metadata in WP. We use the aspect category927

classification model and filter out the irrelevent928

comments. However, we found bias inside the929

comments. For example, we get almost 9000 com-930

ments about “ending”, while only 1200 for “sad”.931

To mitigate the bias that would be inducted into932

our story evaluation model, we sample about 2000933

comments for each aspect, and use all comments934

for the aspect which contains less than 2000 com-935

ments. The final data statistics of comments can be936

referred to our website.937

H Human Annotation938

H.1 Human Annotation on Test Data939

For evaluation, we collect human judgments940

through AMT for 200 highly-upvoted stories and941

200 lowly-upvoted stories from WP (sampled from942

test data in 100k Story Ranking data), where each943

story is assigned to 8 annotators. Annotators are944

asked to rate each story on a scale of 1 to 5 (from945

poor to good). Following Clark et al. (2021), we946

asked the annotators to compare the stories before947

rating and write down a very brief reason for clar-948

ification. To further ensure the correctness of the949

annotation, we calculate the statistics of the anno-950

tator behavior (i.e., working time per hit) and set951

traps in the batch (i.e., insert extremely poor story,952

duplicate stories for one annotator to test their con-953

sistency). The submissions from annotators with954

poor quality are all rejected and then recollected955

from new annotators. Finally, we exclusively keep956

the 100 highly-upvoted and 100 lowly-upvoted sto-957

ries with the lowest variance from 8 annotators958

and average the human rates as the target scores959

in this test data, namely, WP200 in the following960

experiments. Annotators get $0.2 as the reward961

for each submission. Besides, we crawled scary962

stories from Reddit (r/shortscarystories 11), which 963

have a similar writing style to the stories in WP 964

but in a constrained story type. We repeat the 965

procedure for WP200 and create another human- 966

annotated test data, namely SCARY200. The same 967

procedure is also used for collecting human anno- 968

tation on machine-generated stories. We generate 969

200 stories using LED trained with highly-voted 970

stories and another 200 stories using LED trained 971

with lowly-voted stories for annotation. We ask the 972

annotators to rate the stories based on human pref- 973

erence and also ask them to distinguish whether 974

the given stories are human-written or machine- 975

generated. We exclusively keep the stories that 976

deceive the annotators, as these stories do not con- 977

tain serious coherence problems. 978

H.2 Data Collection 979

In this paper, we mainly collect data for two dif- 980

ferent uses. StoR3 is a novel dataset we collected 981

for preference-aware story evaluation. Annotators 982

get $1 as the reward for each submission. The to- 983

tal data collection takes 2 months. To assess the 984

quality of each annotator, we randomly sample the 985

submissions from each annotator every two days, 986

bonus the one with good quality and warn the an- 987

notators who give nonsense comments. 988

H.3 Human Annotation Inner-Agreement 989

As we assign one story for more than one annotator, 990

we calculate the inner-agreement from different an- 991

notators on aspect selection. As a result, 65.80% 992

aspects are selected by more than one annotator, 993

and the correlation coefficient of multi-annotation 994

on aspect ratings are 0.913 and 0.811, correspond- 995

ing to the Spearman (Zar, 1972) and Kendall (Scha- 996

effer and Levitt, 1956) respectively. 997

I Aspect Category Name Definition 998

As no standard criterion exists for story evaluation, 999

we collect some well-used aspects that used in the 1000

11https://www.reddit.com/r/
shortscarystories/
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Internet. We mainly refer to the websites 12 13 14.1001
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14https://www.oprahdaily.com/
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